The experimental data of differential cross sections of 80 productions in P+ Au, He+ Au and Ne + Au collisions at high energies are analyzed in terms of the peripheral like interaction model of spectator residue with central fireball. The results show that the interaction between the central fireball and the spectator residue gradually becomes peripheral or diffractive as the projectile energy increases.
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The study of high energy heavy ion reactions has been pursued for both peripheral and central collisions of projectile and target. In central collision there are two parts 1H ) of the interaction region, in one of which the overlapping part of the projectile and the target becomes hot and thermalized at a high temperature (called the central fireball) and subsequently decays by emitting fast nucleons and possibly light fragments. The non-overlapping region (called the spectator residue) being formed simultaneously along with the formation of the central fireball remains cold and promptly decays into relatively large and slow fragments. 3 ), 4) In this paper we study the nature of the interaction between the central fireball and the spectator residue and also the fragmentation mechanisms of the spectator residue based on a nova mode1. 5 ), 6) We assume the following three steps for fragment production from the spectator residue: (1) Head-on collision of the projectile and target nucleus, and simultaneous formation of a hot, thermalized fireball and of a highly deformed spectator residue. (2) Peripheral or diffractive like interaction between the fireball moving in the direction of the projectile and the cold spectator residue at rest. (3) Fast fragmentation of the spectator residue which is slowly recoiling due to the interaction in step (2) .
The projectile with mass number Ap impinges on the target nucleus with mass number AT(>A p ). The projectile and a cylindrical part of the target with mass number AT' collide with each other and they together become a hot fireball with mass number AFB=Ap+ AT'. With the incident momentum pp of the projectile we obtain the following kinematical relations in step (1) as PP=PFB (1) and (2) where mp=Apmo, mT,=AT,mO=(AFB-Ap)mo with mo the effective nucleon mass inside nuclei.
The mass of the hot, thermalized fireball is expressed in terms of its temperature TFB 7 )-9) as (3) In the above relations Eqs.(1)~ (3) we assumed that all the momentum and energy of the projectile are absorbed by the aggregate of nucleons of mass number AFB even though parts of the projectile momentum and energy are expended in the formation of the distorted spectator residue. We determine mass and temperature of the fireball as follows: For proton· nucleus collision we assume that the mass number of the fireball is obtained from the volume of the cylindrical channel gouged in the target nucleus by a disk with a radius twice as large as that of the incident proton.
l )
On the other hand, in nucleus-nucleus collision we derive the mass number from that of the spectator residue determined experimentally by Warwick et al. 3 ) Thus, we fix the velocity and temperature of the fireball in terms of the kinetic energy of the projectile. In step (2) of the reaction we assume the interaction of the fireball with mass mFB and momentum PFB with the spectator residue at rest to be peripheral or diffractive like. 5 ), 6) Two important features of the diffractive excitation are; (1) the excitation spectrum p(M) for the production of a nova 5 ) of mass M from the spectator residue is indepen· dent of the projectile energy and (2) it is a process which does not change internal quantum numbers and consequently yields strong constraints on the fragmentation of the nova. We use the following parametrization:
Msp is the mass of the spectator residue formed in step (1) and is expressed as (5) where Llmdef is the excitation energy due to the shape distortion. The spectrum p(M) has the maximum at [J/2. The peak position of the diffractive excitation spectrum p(M) should be around 50::;; (M -Msp)::;; 500 Me V if the assumed interaction mech· anism between the fireball and spectator residue is really peripheral or diffractive. The data by Dropesky et al. 13 ) on the excitation spectra of 18F and 24Na productions from Al and Si with fast pions show the sharp rises frt>m the reaction thresholds followed by the gradual decreases peaking around E=100~200 MeV (the situations are somewhat different for the exclusive reactions I4 ». The momentum and energy conservations in the peripheral collision between the fireball and spectator residue under our assumptions should be PFB = PFB* + psp* and j m~B + P~B + Msp = j m~B* + P~B* + j M2 + P~P* . Masses of the fireball and spectator residue after the peripheral interaction in step (2) are expressed as
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Vol. 78, No.5 (6) and M = Msp + L1msp. (7) In Eqs. (6) and (7) 3AFB TFB/2 and L1mdef are the internal excitation energies gained in step (1) of the reaction by the fireball and spectator residue respectively, and L1m~B' and L1msp' are those from the reaction in step (2) .
The triple differential cross section in the laboratory system for production of fragment of mass mF=AFmo from the spectator residue is 2 ) dEdQdZF .
F(kc, M) is given by (9) where T' = T/v is the inverse logarithmic slope of the fragment's energy distribution with v=Asp/(Asp-AF) as the two body decay factor of the spectator residue.
2 ), 7) Coulonb force between the would-be fragment and its remainder inside the spectator residue is taken into account as the repulsion of two contacting spheres and its energy is given by B (10) <kc> in Eq. (8) is the suppression factor of the Coulomb repulsion and the integration over the width L1c introduces a smoothing of the Coulomb cutoff of the energy distribution. d(J/dZF is the. inclusive production cross section of fragments with proton number ZF from the spectator residue. E and E' are the fragment kinetic energies in the laboratory and spectator rest systems respectively. They are related by (11) where vsp.(M) is the recoil velocity of the spectator residue of mass M and fAab is the production angle of the fragment in the laboratory system. j E/E' is the Jacobian for the transformation of the distribution from the spectator rest system to the laboratory system. We can also obtain several relevant physical quantities in steps (1) and (2): The average excitation energy gained by the spectator residue, (12) and the average recoil velocity of the spectator residue,
Three classes of data 3 ) are considered to fit with Eq. (8) with a least squares method; Ne+ Au~sO+ X, p+ Au-->sO+ X and He+ Au-->sO+ X. Since the mass numbers Asp of the spectator residues in the first class of data are experimentally given, the mass numbers AFB of the fireball are given by AFB = Ap + AT -Asp. The free parameters of the triple differential cross sections are cl6/dZF , <ke>' Lie, (3 and T. In the other classes of data Asp are not experimentally given. We, therefore, leave AFB as a free parameter in addition. The upper limit of the integration over the diffractive excitation spectrum p(M) in Eq. (8) Table I , in which the numerical values of the free parameters determined and those of other physical quantities obtained from the model are given.
The quality of the fits is generally good but the fit to the lower energy « 1 GeV /n) data ( Fig. l(b) ) turns out not so good as the rest due mainly to the forward peaked angular distributions while the angular distributions at 21 and 42 Ge V are nearly isotropic. The angular distribution for the proton and He projectiles are in·between. The forward peaked angular distributions indicate that the separation between the central fireball and the spectator in step (2) is not fully achieved and that the reaction Table 1 . The numerical values of parameters determined with the least squares fit with Eq. (8) to the data of the triple differential cross section for the production of fragment .0. Values of other physical quantities are also given. between these two objects cannot adequately be described by the diffractive like mechanism. This observation is also supported by the following two facts. First, the velocities of the central fireball relative to the spectator residue at low energies are indeed not in the high energy asymptotic region where the diffractive like interaction becomes dominant (the more forward peaked the angular distributions are, the larger vsp.(M) of the Lorentz transformation is required to fit to the data). Second, p(M)'s at high energies have peakes at (M -Msp)~200MeV as expected from the peripheral interaction 6 ) while the p(M)'sat low energies do not show these diffractive behaviors as shown in Fig. 2 . Deficiencies in our model at low energies may raise questions about clean-cut spatial separation of the colliding system into the central fireball and the spectator residue in agreement with the results of Gelbke et al. 15 ) Our results indicate that the interaction mechanism between the central fireball and the spectator residue gradually becomes peripheral or diffractive as the projectile energy increases. Thus the properties of the excitation and decay of the spectator residue should gradually become independent of the projectile energy in contrast to the model by Aichelin et al. 4 ) in which nucleon transfer from the projectile energy dependent fireball to the spectator residue is essential.
